HEADINg FoR
THE

DoCS

WITH THE REGION GRAND EST
Embark with our
delegation and discover
their projects.
The Region Grand
Est is also proud
of the selection
of 3 films it has
supported

The Region Grand Est is committed to documentary filmmaking

THEY ARE AT THE FESTIVAL
ANA FILMS

The company ANA Films, founded in 1993 by
the initiative of two directors, Gautier Gumpper
and Jean-Marie Fawer, develops documentaries
that focus on human beings, often nonymous,
their destinies and their roles in our societies,
ANA Films
18 rue du sanglier
67 000 Strasbourg
anafilms@free.fr
www.anafilms.fr
AnaFilms
03 88 22 40 85

documentaries that allow subjective truths to find
an universal echo.
One of the characteristics of ANA Films finds
itself by accompanying first films.

Milana Christitch

anafilms@free.fr
06 52 87 72 24
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DIFFUSION

WAITING FOR GAZA
EZ
GUILLAUME KOZAKIEWI

A

WAITING
FOR
GAZA

AVEC : TARZAN & ARAB NASSER / RÉALISATION & IMAGE : GUILLAUME KOZAKIEWIEZ / SON : GUILLAUME KOZAKIEWIEZ & MAUDE GALLON
MUSIQUE ORIGINALE : OLIVIER FUCHS / MONTAGE IMAGE : NICO PELTIER & KAMEL MAAD / MONTAGE SON & MIXAGE : KINANE MOUALLA
PRODUIT PAR : ADELINE LE DANTEC & MILANA CHRISTITCH

Production Company: ANA FILMS
Director: Guillaume Kozakiewiez
Duration: 74 min

Graphic design : nathalie rose Riou - entrepriseanonyme.net

LES 48° RUGISSANTS & ANA FILMS PRÉSENTENT

rab and Tarzan have cinema pegged
to their bodies, to the point of
seeming to be characters escaped
from fiction themselves. Between 2014
and 2020, from the shooting of their first
feature film « Dégradé « to the second one’s
« Gaza mon amour «, a sensitive portrait
of this two-headed filmmaker sets up,
already a mythical figure in the 7th art.

to work for their next film. It is so, a nodetour immersion into the depths of this
moving couple, incessantly clung to their
task. Bailing out classical interviews, only
by small touches and patience, a mental
portrait rises and submerges the spectators
into the depths of their unusual twinship,
that gives to the cinema a character of
necessity, of urgency, and a breath of life.

From the beginning, we discover the
filmmakers on the set, that they turn into
chaos. It is their method, and we don’t know
anymore where we are, whether reality
or a cinema set. Despite this apparent
chaos, we follow immediately afterward
the selection of their film in the Cannes
Festival, where the twins find themselves
in the spotlight. Publicized and acclaimed,
Arab and Tarzan nevertheless found
themselves, undocumented, in this 82 ft2
room in the heart of Paris. They turn it into
their owns world, and the documentary
follows the filmmakers as they get back

Guillaume Kozakiewiez / Biofilmography :
Firstly passionate about photography, Guillaume
Kozakiewiez discovered editing and video shooting
through workshops in Lorraine. Since 2004, he
has been shooting feature lenght documentaries
about singular characters or stories, with a sensitive
approach. His most recent film, «Salto Mortale»,
released in theaters at the end of 2014, has
enjoyed great critical success. «Léonarda» and «The
fight is not for all» had good trajectories in festivals
in France and abroad. At the same time, the high
quality of his gaze is recognized by several directors
for whom he becomes cinematographer, both in
documentary as in fiction films. “I Love Them All”,
his first fiction film as a director, was part of César’s
Official Short Film Selection, among others.

ULTRAVIOLETTE
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ROBIN HUNZINGER

M

arcelle, 16, met Emma, 17, in the
mid-1920s. They then madly loved
each other, but Marcelle, who
became ill, had to leave Emma to enter the
sanatorium. From there, she wrote a thousand
of letters, letters that are still burning of great
evocative power. The story told through letters
will be embodied in the image by amateur
films.
Robin Hunzinger: Biography / Biography
After studying History and Art History in
Strasbourg, Robin Hunzinger studied Cinema
in Jussieu with Jean Douchet, Jean Rouch
and Bernard Cuau. Since then he has made
documentary films about history, war, traces of
memory, man in the face of the unthinkable and
nature. It’s a homefilmaker, man. He writes, reads,
films, scans, frames, retreats, registers, ascends
and rises, alone (often) in his studio in the Vosges.

Some of his main films include « Où sont nos
amoureuses », « Vers la forêt de nuages » and
« Inventaire avant disparition ». His films have
been shown in numerous festivals: Cinéma du réel
(Paris), Etats généraux du film documentaire de
Lussas, Festival international du film de Rotterdam,
Festival de Thessaloniki, Festival de Beirouth,
FIGRA... He won two stars from the SCAM, but
also the Grand Prix of the Traces de Vie festival in
2008, the Ahmed Attia Award at the MEDIMED
in 2011, the FREEDOM International Prize at the
Luxor African film festival, the Jury Special Prize
at the Cannes International Pan-African Festival
and the Best Documentary Feature Film at the
Martinique International Film Festival in 2016.

Production Company: ANA FILMS
Director: Robin Hunzinger
Duration: 70 min

THEY ARE AT THE FESTIVAL
SEPPIA

Created in Strasbourg in 2002, Seppia is mainly
specialized in the production of scientific, cultural,
historical and social films, for international TVs,
cinema or new supports (Internet, smartphones,
VR, DVD…). More than 150 hours of programs
had already been produced. Several films were sold
internationally and selected in prestigious festivals
(Directors’ Fortnight in Cannes, IDFA, San

Seppia
18 rue Auguste Lamey
67 000 Strasbourg
contact@seppia.eu
www.seppia.eu
seppia.eu
03 88 52 95 95

Sebastian, Prix Europa, Toronto, Karlovy Vary).
Thus Seppia is managing other complementary
activities: TV magazines and transmedia programs
for new medias. Seppia is also specialized in
dubbing and subtitling films into several languages,
and in the image and sound post-production of
broadcast programs.

Cédric Bonin

c.bonin@seppia.eu
06 73 98 86 37
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DIFFUSION

S OF THEM
THEY WERE MILLIONBRUNO ULMER
EZ ET
CATHERINE ULMER-LOP

T

here Were Millions of Them takes
us inside one of the greatest epics in
the history of humanity, born on the
lands of continental Europe ravaged by wars,
epidemics and climate disasters. From the end
of the 17th Century to the early 1920s, the
series unfolds the world map of the greatest
migration phenomenon in Western history,
based on the example of the Rhine. The series
recounts some of these migrants’ emblematic
stories in a large fresco, which combines
animation and documentary.
Built on the principle of a triptych of 3
episodes of 52 minutes each or, depending
on broadcasting constraints, 2 x 52 minutes,
or one 90-minute unit, this mini-series is
structured around the three largest migratory
routes: Russia, the Americas - from North to
South, from Canada to Argentina, North
Africa and in particular Algeria. However, it
also mentions some unexpected, surprising
migration routes. To better target the

Production Company: SEPPIA
Director: Catherine Ulmer-Lopez et Bruno Ulmer
Duration: 3x52 min

historical context of migration, the series
focuses on the departure of the Rhine’s
peoples: Germany, Switzerland, France,
Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. A
subtle balance between the routes, places and
countries of origin or arrival, the populations
concerned, and their experiences gives the
project a universal dimension.
The aim of this film is to rediscover the «Rhine
migration crisis» of the past two centuries, to
recount the dream of a better life that has
built cities, states and cultures. Even if poverty
was the main reason for emigration for most
families, it should not be forgotten that this
migration also - and perhaps even primarily
- pushed forward the emerging processes of
industrialisation and globalization. Emigration
was the human motor for the nascent
capitalism.
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FESSENHEIM

GHISLAINE BUFFARD

F

essenheim, the oldest nuclear power
plant in France, was finally shut down
on 30 June 2020. As the country with
the highest percentage of nuclear-generated
electricity in the world, France is thereby
entering a new energy age. Since the durability
of the 58 nuclear reactors is gradually coming
to an end after having been in operation for
forty years, the country must now face up to
the responsibility that decommissioning the
obsolete nuclear power plants entails.
The film compares the process of nuclear
phase-out in France with the difficulties
Germany has been facing since 10 years, after
the country decided to stop nuclear power
after the Fukushima disaster. Despite the time
advantage Germany took, the two countries
still have to deal with the same unresolved
problems: the protracted dismantling of power
plants, the waste management of radioactive

material in interim or final storage facilities,
the exorbitant costs and the challenge of
replacing nuclear energy with renewable
energies in future. Some case studies in other
European countries (Finland, Switzerland or
Belgium) will complete the analysis.
Comparing the nuclear phase-out process
of the two countries is not about creating a
catalogue of bad news. With the closure of
deeply symbolic French power station, the film
aims to take an honest look at the problems
caused by nuclear energy and tries to point
out possible solutions for the necessary
development of renewable energies.

Production Company: SEPPIA
Director: Ghislaine Buffard
Duration: 90 min

THEY ARE AT THE FESTIVAL
DUCTIONS
SUPERMOUCHE PRO

Supermouche Productions is an audiovisual
production, publishing and distribution company
created in 2001 by Brigitte Ducottet and
Emmanuel Georges. It produces documentaries,
live recordings as well as fiction films. Over the
years, we have built up a rich catalog of more
than 200 programs around our core business: live
recordings. In recent years, documentaries have
enriched our production activities with nearly

thirty films produced. Finally, the first short films
made in recent years have paved the way for
the development of ambitious fiction films with
about ten short films as well as one feature film
in development. The projects we support tend
towards the sharing of knowledge, cultures and
experiences to build a view of our contemporary
world, full of meaning and emotion.
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François Ladsous

Supermouche Productions
Maison Romaine
2 rue de Nancy
88 000 Épinal - France
• Lille office : 8 rue Armand Carrel,
59000 Lille - France
• Paris office : 14 rue Manin,
75019 Paris - France
www.supermouche.fr
supermoucheprod
SupermoucheProductions

f.ladsous@supermouche.fr
06 85 08 66 52

DIFFUSION
N OF REALITYK
THE TEMPTATEIO
EYC
BY THE BROTHERS VAN
THE GHENT ALTARPIEC

ACHIM THÔME
JÉRÔME LAFFONT ET JO

A

fter eight years of restoration, the
Adoration of the Mystic Lamb,
one of the greatest masterpieces
in the history of painting, has regained
its original splendour. Created by
Hubert and Jan Van Eyck in 1432, this
monumental painting and its disturbing
realism have been questioned to this
day. Through its spectacular staging
and by virtue of the interventions of
renowned art historians and artists such

as the prestigious David Hockney, the
film proposes a journey into the heart of
this revolutionary work marking the shift
of our civilization towards modernity.
With Till-Holger Borchert, Manuel Parada
López de Corselas, Hélène Dubois, Jan
Dumolyn, Bart Fransen, Valentine Henderiks,
Susan Frances Jones, Stephan Kemperdick,
Maximiliaan Martens, Catalina Vicens and
David Hockney

Produced by LES PRODUCTIONS DU VERGER, SUPERMOUCHE PRODUCTIONS, VISUALANTICS
A La RTBF (TÉLÉVISION BELGE) - UNITÉ DOCUMENTAIRES and ARTE G.E.I.E coproduction
With the support of TAX SHELTER DU GOUVERNEMENT FÉDÉRAL BELGE Flanders Film Funding, OUTHERE

MUSIC, la VILLE DE GAND, OMG! Van Eyck was here, CANVAS, SERVICE PUBLIC FRANCOPHONE BRUXELLOIS,
RÉGION GRAND EST
En partenariat avec le CNC, PROCIREP - Société des producteurs and ANGOA, LUKAS-ART IN FLANDERS, CENTRE
DU CINÉMA ET DE L’AUDIOVISUEL DE LA FÉDÉRATION WALLONIE-BRUXELLES, CENTRE NATIONAL DU
CINÉMA ET DE L’IMAGE ANIMÉE
A film by JÉRÔME LAFFONT & JOACHIM THÔME

Documentary – 52/66 minutes – 2020
Status : released
Production Company: SUPERMOUCHE
PRODUCTIONS
Director: Jérôme Laffont et Joachim Thôme
Duration: 52/66 min

Trailer : https://vimeo.com/470943104

TO LOSE
WE WERE NOT BORN
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JONATHAN RESCIGNO

A

housing project of colorful
concrete, lost in the midst of
an immense and flamboyant
landscape.
Sindi, 30 years old, has been training
hard every night to become world MMA
champion. During the day, she juggles
her job as a beautician and the selfdefense classes she gives to the girls
of the neighbourhood. At the barber
shop, Qassim and Moha often meet to
pamper themselves, do their deals, and
above all, talk about girls. They dream
of only one thing: finding true love.

Sindi, Qassim and Moha are overthrowing
the codes, shattering the clichés about the
girls and boys of this city, amongst the
poorest in France. We Were Not Born To
Lose chronicles the rage of a youth that is
rarely given a voice, ready to do anything to
triumph in its quest for happiness, despite
the obstacles.

Production : SUPERMOUCHE PRODUCTIONS
Director : Jonathan Rescigno
with the support of La RÉGION GRAND EST
CNC Image/mouvement du Centre national des arts plastiques
Résidence De l’écriture à l’image - Saint Quirin
Duration: 90 min
Status : development

THEY ARE AT THE FESTIVAL
UN FILM À LA PATTE

Un film à la patte was created in 2013 in
Strasbourg by two experienced producers,
Ariane Le Couteur and Agnès Trintzius, and a
third producer, Laure Bernard joined the team,
consolidated by three other collaborators.
We produce mainly documentary films or series
in the fields of discovery, science, archaeology,

Un film à la patte
4 rue Pierre Bucher
67 000 Strasbourg
contact@unfilmalapatte.fr
www.unfilmalapatte.fr
unfilmalapatte

human adventure, arts and culture, as well as
social issues. Our productions clearly reveal the
high level of quality we aspired to.
We work in close collaboration with European
broadcasters such as ARTE and France
Télévisions as well as international producers and
distributors.

Agnès Trintzius

atrintzius@
unfilmalapatte.fr
06 15 24 28 62
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DIFFUSION
E CHANGE :

CLIMAT
THE BRAIN PARADOX
RAPHAËL HITIER

W

hy are our brains wired to
ignore climate change? With a
humorous yet comprehensive
approach, this scientific investigation
decodes the behavioral mechanisms
that explain this kind of collective
schizophrenia and offers a new approach
to one of the thorniest questions of our
time.

In production / a 52’ documentary film
Written by Sylvie Deleule and Raphaël Hitier
Directed by Raphaël Hitier
Coproduced with ARTE France
Broadcasters : ARTE, Ushuaïa TV, RTS /
International distribution : ZED

RORA
IN SEARCH OF THE AU
CACA»
«THE TITANIC OF TITI
FRÉDÉRIC CORDIER

O

n the sacred mountain lake of
Titicaca in Perù, an international
scientific team is searching for
the first time the depths of the lake for
the wreck of a mysterious English steamer,
the Aurora. An extraordinary expedition
aboard a 19th-century gunboat with the
humanoid robot Ocean One.

In production / a 90’ and 52’ documentary film
Written by Philippe Molins and Frédéric Cordier
Directed by Frédéric Cordier
Coproduced with Panoramique Terre Productions
(Belgium), Càbala Producciones (Chile)
and France Télévisions
Broadcasters : France 5
International distribution : Terranoa
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FILMS IN IDFA SELECTION
DUTCH PREMIERE - BEST OF FESTS

GEVAR’S LAND
QUTAIBA BARHAMJI

T

his portrait follows the daily
life of Syrian Gevar, who left
for France with his family and
wants to apply for asylum in Reims,
in the northeast of the country. Back
in his homeland, Gevar’s passion was
tending his garden and he is determined
to pursue this hobby in a new place.
He rents a small plot of land in the
suburbs to spend time with his family.
The film is not just about Gevar’s passion
for gardening, but it also shows from
a completely different perspective the
reality of war refugees’ lives in a new
country and the hardships associated
with applying for asylum, language
barriers, and the difficulties with finding
a job and supporting a family.

«Gevar’s land explores
the question: how do the
land - by working it, by
farming it - forge an
organic tie between a
man and a space ?»
Q. Barhamji
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Production Companies:
Karim Aitouna / Haut les mains Productions
Director: Qutaiba Barhamji - 2020
Duration: 78 min

https://www.idfa.nl/en/film/c0bfd656-c62d-4dad-98dd-78a8eccf82df/gevars-land
https://www.ji-hlava.com/filmy/gevarova-zeme

FILMS IN IDFA SELECTION
WORLD PREMIERE - IDFA COMPETITION FOR MID-LENGTH
DOCUMENTARY

DIVING HORSES
CAMILLE GROSPERRIN

A

t Magic Forest Park, living
relic of the old-fashioned
American dream, an old horse
perpetuates an ancient fair tradition by
performing a «Diving Show» of which he
is the last representative.
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Production Companies: Camille Grosperrin
Director: Camille Grosperrin - 2020
Duration: 60 min

https://www.idfa.nl/en/film/5ffb9c82-e391-4575-9f15-ab5ddb809aac/
diving-horses

FILMS IN IDFA SELECTION
INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE - LUMINOUS

FAR FROM YOU I GREW
MARIE DUMORA

A

s a toddler, shortly after
his christening attended by his
15-year-old mother, Nicolas
was taken into a children’s home.
We now see him more than a decade
later, as a dreamy teenager who likes
to get lost in his favorite book, the
Odyssey. With his best friend Saef, he
builds treehouses to sleep in, in case
they ever run away from the home.
But Nicolas does more than just dream
about running away; he really does it.
His mother, who has now had three
more children, is worried. She wants his
life to get better, and for him to come
back to live with her, but how can she
ask him to do that after all these years?
When Nicolas hears that during
the Second World War his greatgrandparents fled from a camp in the
same place where he now lives, he
realizes that fleeing can have major
consequences—were it not for their
desire for freedom, he would probably
never have existed. This gripping
coming-of-age story shows how choices
can determine the course of a life.

Production Companies:
Justin Taurand for Les films du Bélier
Director: Marie Dumora
Duration: 102 min

https://www.idfa.nl/en/film/5ffb9c82-e391-4575-9f15-ab5ddb809aac/diving-horses
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